
 

Subject- English                     Session 2020-21 (WEEKLY TEST I ) 

Class III 

Unit 1 

(Marigold Book) 

The Magic Garden 

Day 1  Students need to read the synopsis given. 

 Read the lesson thoroughly. 

 Read the lesson aloud. 

 

SYNOPSIS: 

 The magic garden was in a school playground. 

 It was very beautiful and had many varieties of flowers. 

 Sunshine fell on the garden where the flowers sang and danced 

happily. 

 The flowers talked to the birds. 

 The flowers liked the children who would dig the ground, bring 

watering cans and water their roots. 

 The birds loved the little children who brought food for them. 

 The magic garden also had fairies that used to talk and dance with the 

children. 

 

Day 2  Underline 14 new words for spellings from the unit. Learn the 

spellings.  

1) magic         2) garden     3)gardeners     4) playground     5)marigold 

6) poppies      7) pansies    8) sunflowers  9) sunshine        10)golden  

11) dreaming  12) fairies   13) thirsty      14) happily 

 

Day 3  Write the following synonyms (words which are similar in 

meaning) neatly in your English notebook. Learn them. 

 

 

:        Unit 1 – The Magic Garden Date: ............. 

 

Ex A: Word Web ( synonyms): 

 

   1)            attractive                                      2)          mount 

 

 

 

 lovely                                pleasing         rose                                 climb      

 

 

    3)                silent 

 

 

 

mute                                noiseless          

 

 

pretty lift 

 

quiet 

quiet quiet 



Day 4  Answer the following neatly in your English notebook. Learn them. 

 

Ex B: Complete the sentences: 

1) It was indeed a magic garden because _____________________, 

2) The dresses of the fairies were made of _____________________. 

Ex C: Answer the following questions: 

Q1) Why did the flowers love the little children?                              

Q2) Why did the tiny bird say that they loved the little children?      

Q3) What did the fairies do in the magic garden? 

 

Day 5  Answer the following neatly in your English notebook. Learn them. 

 

EX D : Answer with reference to the context : 

           “We have hundreds of little gardeners”. 

      Q 1) Who is the speaker of this line?                                                                                                  

Q 2) Who are the little gardeners?         

 Ex E: Make your own sentences with the given words: 

1) playground          2)   sunshine          3) golden 

 

 Do the back exercises given in the Marigold Book. 

Word Building(page 8) , Let’s Write Ex 1 & 2 (page 9) 

 

Day 6  Revise the exercises done (Exercise A to E) and read the lesson 

thoroughly once again for the HW assessment. 

 Answer the questions related to the picture in your notebook. 

 

PICTURE COMPREHENSION NO 1 

Observe the picture and answer the following questions: 

 

 
Q1. Name the season. 

Q2. How many children can you see in the picture? 

Q3. Name five items that the children are wearing to keep themselves warm. 

Q4.What are the children making with snow? 

Q5. What is the child doing near the slope? 

Q6. The children do not seem to be cheerful. ( True / False ) 

 

Extra Reading 

Around the world in Eighty Days- Chapter 1 to be read thoroughly 

 



 

Day 7  English HW Assessment  

 Write the answers in an A4 size sheet of paper. 

 

 


